REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

Avenue Joseph Anoma, 01 B.P. 1387, Abidjan, CÔTE d'IVOIRE

Corporate IT Services Department (CHIS)

E-mail: IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG

Telephone: (+225) 20 26 22 61/ (+225) 20 26 25 83

1. The African Development Bank hereby invites Individual Consultants to indicate their interest in the following Assignment: “SRM Webdynpro Developer”.

2. The Bank deployed the Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) system in September 2018. The main objective of the assignment is to rectify the identified issues after the SRM go-live and implement improvements requested by client.

   The consultant will process at the satisfaction of the client, all development requirements assigned to him/her by the technical lead or the Manager of the Corporate Applications & Services. In order to achieve this, the SRM Webdynpro Developer consultant will be required to carry out part or all the following tasks:

   - Delivery of ABAP/Webdynpro program assets based on technical specifications. He/she may be called upon to fill gaps in specifications with expert knowledge.
   - Provide technical expertise for system design, testing, implementation and support.
   - Work alongside the other technical (developers) and functional consultants, possibly handling multiple pieces of work simultaneously, alongside ad-hoc support queries in his/her role.
   - Work with the development team as peers and be able to communicate effectively with customers as needed.
   - Organize his/her time effectively on a daily and weekly basis to meet various deadlines.

3. Profile of the Consultant:

   The consultant should have:

   - Master / Engineering degree in Computer Science, Information Technology or related field.
   - At least 5-8 years of experience in implementation/upgrade/support while handling end-to-end SAP SRM technical tasks
   - SAP certifications are desirable.
   - Strong knowledge of SRM technical framework understanding of SAP SRM BADIs, SRM/MM BAPI- s, FM's & web-Dynpro enhancement framework
   - Highly experienced in ABAP, Strong troubleshooting skills, FPM technologies, an experience of creating custom smart forms,
   - Strong debugging skills in ABAP and strong trouble-shooting skills in general.
• Moderate Experience on Workflow/Idocs/RFC/BOPF.
• Should understand requirements from functional specifications clearly and able to map the requirements to prepare Technical specification & other documents.
• Experience in post support for SRM 7.02 EHP2,
• Experience in WebDynPro ( ABAP and Java )
• Experience in Floorplan Manager for WebDynPro ABAP
• Experience in Portal Administration and Configuration: create iViews, Page, Workset Role for the portal content, deployment, etc.
• Experience in Portal Personalization, Customization, Configuration such as (Single Sign On, ume settings etc.), User Management, System Configuration such as assigning permissions, lock & unlock portal objects,
• Experience in report writing using ALV and ABAP lists
• Experience in SAP SRM BADIs, SRM /MM BAPI- s, FM's & web-Dynpro enhancement framework
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills in French or English.

4. The Corporate Information Technology Services Department (CHIS) invites Individual Consultants to indicate their interest in providing the above-described services. Interested Consultants shall provide information on their qualifications and experience demonstrating their ability to undertake this Assignment (CV, reference to similar services, experience in similar assignments, etc.).

5. The eligibility criteria, the establishment of a short list and the selection procedures shall be in conformity with the Bank’s procedures for the acquisition of consulting services funded by the administrative or capital expenditure. Please, note that interest expressed by a Consultant does not imply any obligation on the part of the Bank to include him/her in the shortlist.

6. The estimated duration of services is six (06) months and the estimated starting date is 15 November, 2018.

7. Interested Individual Consultants may obtain further information at the address below during the Bank’s working hours: from 08:00 to 17:00 hours, Abidjan Local Time.

8. Expressions of interest must be received by email at the address below no later than Friday, October 19, 2018 at 17:00 hours, Abidjan local time and specifically mentioning “SRM Webdynpro Developer”.

For the attention of: IT Recruitment Team
African Development Bank
Corporate IT Services Department (CHIS)
Avenue Joseph Anoma, 01 B.P. 1387,
Abidjan, CÔTE d’IVOIRE
Tel: (+225) 20 26 22 61
Email: IT_Recruitment@AFDB.ORG

9. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SHORT LIST
A shortlist of three to six individual consultants will be established at the end of the request of expressions of interest. The consultants on the shortlist will be judged on the following criteria on the basis of their updated resume.

i. Level of education in general 20%
ii. Educational level compared to the field of mission 20%
iii. Years of experience in general 20%
iv. Number of years of experience relevant to the mission 40%